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Decentralized Blocking Zeros and the 
Decentralized Strong Stabilization Problem 
Konur A. Unyelioglu, A. Bulent Ozguler, and Umit Ozguner 
Absfract-This paper is concerned with a new system theoretic 
concept, decentralized blocking zeros, and its applications in the 
design of decentralized controllers for linear time-invariant finite- 
dimensional systems. The concept of decentralized blocking zeros 
is a generalization of its centralized counterpart to multichannel 
systems under decentralized control. Decentralized blocking zeros 
are defined as the common blocking zeros of the main diagonal 
transfer matrices and various complementary transfer matrices 
of a given plant. As an application of this concept, we consider 
the decentralized strong stabilization problem (DSSP) where the 
objective is to stabilize a plant using a stable decentralized 
controller. It is shown that a parity interlacing property should 
be satisfied among the real unstable poles and real unstable 
decentralized blocking zeros of the plant for the DSSP to be 
solvable. That parity interlacing property is also suf6icient for the 
solution of the DSSP for a large class of plants satisfying a certain 
connectivity condition. The DSSP is exploited in the solution 
of a special decentralized simultaneous stabilization problem, 
called the decentralized concurrent stabilization problem (DCSP). 
Various applications of the DCSP in the design of controllers for 
large-scale systems are also discussed. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
N this paper we introduce a new system theoretic concept, I decentralized blocking zeros, and consider its applications 
in the design of decentralized controllers for linear time- 
invariant finite-dimensional systems. Let 2 be an N-channel 
plant transfer matrix. By definition, a decentralized blocking 
zero so of 2 is an element of the extended complex plane 
(complex plane appended by infinity) such that with some 
symmetric permutation of the block rows and columns Z(s0)  
becomes strictly upper block triangular. 
Decentralized blocking zeros have significant roles in var- 
ious decentralized control problems. The notion of decentral- 
ized blocking zeros determines the minimum unstable order 
of decentralized stabilizing controllers. Recall that in the cen- 
tralized case, the minimum possible number of unstable poles 
of stabilizing controllers for a plant is determined by the odd 
distribution of real unstable poles between the real unstable 
blocking zeros [29, Theorem 5.3.11. It is shown in this paper 
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that, analogously, the minimum possible number of unstable 
poles of decentralized stabilizing controllers is determined 
by the odd distribution of real unstable plant poles between 
the real unstable decentralized blocking zeros. In particular, 
this result yields solvability conditions for the solution of 
the decentralized strong stabilization problem (DSSP) where 
the objective is to stabilize a plant using a stable decentral- 
ized controller [ 151. Decentralized simultaneous stabilization 
problem is also related to the DSSP. We define a special 
decentralized simultaneous stabilization problem, called the 
decentralized concurrent stabilization problem (DCSP), which 
can be solved by transforming it to DSSP in a suitable auxiliary 
plant. A fundamental problem of decentralized control, namely 
the stabilization problem of a plant via stabilization of its 
subsystems, can be formulated as a DCSP. In this context, 
two general interconnection schemes are considered where the 
subsystems have transfer matrix or state-space representations. 
Decentralized blocking zeros also have interpretations in 
terms of transmission zeros [18], pinned zeros [2], and a new 
concept, decentralized fixed zeros. The relations between these 
concepts are briefly discussed in the sequel. (See Remarks 2 
and 3 and Corollary 2.) 
The organization of the paper is as follows. The next 
section includes the notation and preliminaries. Section I11 
considers the decentralized blocking zeros. In Section IV, we 
investigate the design of decentralized stabilizing controllers 
with minimum number of unstable poles. In particular, we 
examine the solution of the decentralized strong stabilization 
problem. Section V considers the solution of the decentralized 
concurrent stabilization problem. Section VI is devoted to 
some concluding remarks. Due to space limitations, the proofs 
of Lemmas 2-7 are omitted. They can be found in [27]. 
11. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let C and R denote the fields of complex and real numbers, 
respectively. By C, and Re we denote the extended complex 
and real numbers, i.e., the sets of complex and real numbers 
appended by 00. We let Re(s) denote the real part of s E C and 
define C+ = {s E CIRe(s) 2 O } , C + ,  = C+ U { ~ o } , R + ~  = 
Re n C+,. The set of proper real rational functions in the 
indeterminate s is denoted by P and the set of stable proper 
real rational functions of s is denoted by S. P, denotes the 
set of real rational functions whose denominator polynomials 
have no roots in C+. In other words, P, is the set of stable 
(but not necessarily proper) rational functions. For a matrix 
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A over S,\lAll denotes the H ,  norm of A defined in the 
usual way. By I,, we denote the identity matrix of size T 
and by O r X t ,  the zero matrix with T rows and t columns. 
The subscript is dropped if the size is clear from the context. 
The determinant of a square matrix A is denoted by det(A) 
and the transpose of a matrix B is denoted by B’. For two 
real numbers a, b, min(a, b) is the minimum of these numbers. 
For all other undefined terminology and notation pertaining to 
the algebraic and topological structure of the ring S and for 
matrices over S ,  we refer the reader to [29]. 
A complex number SO is called a blocking zero of Z E P p  
if Z(SO) = 0 [8], [9]. If 2 is stable, then the unstable blocking 
zeros are the unstable zeros of the smallest invariant factor (sif) 
of Z over S.  It is well known [29] that the blocking zeros of Z 
are disjoint from the poles of 2. Let SI and S2 be two finite 
collections of numbers in a+,, where in SI some numbers 
may occur more than once. In case S1 and S2 are disjoint, 
we say that the ordered pair (S1, Sz) has parity interlacing 
property if there are an even number of elements from SI 
between each pair of elements from S2. The terminology is 
borrowed from [32] in which SI and S, are, respectively, the 
poles (with multiplicity) and the blocking zeros of a transfer 
matrix. Note that, if S1 is the set of R+, zeros with multiplicity 
of a E S ,  then a(s)  takes the same sign at all elements s E S2 
if and only if (SI , S2) has the parity interlacing property. 
Let A be a matrix over ring C or ring P .  Then, the notation 
A = 0 is equivalent to saying that A is identically zero, i.e., 
every entry of A is the zero element of the associated ring. 
If A is over P then rank A is the rank of A over P and 
rank A(s) is the rank of A(s) over C where s E C+ is such 
that it is not a pole of A. 
Let y = Zu, and yc = Zcuc be the transfer matrix 
representations of a plant and a compensator, respectively, 
where Z E P p X r  and 2, E P r x p .  The plant and the 
compensator are interconnected according to the rules U = we 
-yc, U, = Wce + y, where we and w,, denote some external 
inputs to the closed-loop system. The closed-loop system is 
well defined if (I + ZZ,) is nonsingular and (I + ZZ,)-’ is 
over P ,  in which case the transfer matrix description for the 
closed-loop system is [y’y;]’ = G [ W ; W ~ ~ ] ’ ,  where 
&(I + ZZc)-l 
z - ZZ,(I + ZZ,)-lZ -ZZ,(I + ZZc)-l G := 
We say that ( Z ,  2,) is a stable pair if the closed-loop system 
is well defined and G is a matrix over S [29]. The following 
statements are equivalent by definition: ( Z ,  Z,) is a stable 
pair; Z, stabilizes Z ;  2, is a stabilizing controller for 2; the 
closed-loop system associated with the pair (2, Z c )  is stable. 
Let a bicoprime fractional representation of Z over S be 
given by 
Also let Z, = PCQC1 be a right coprime fractional represen- 
tation of Z, over S .  Then, (2, 2,) is a stable pair if and only 
if the matrix 
is unimodular over S [7] or, equivalently, invertible over S.  
In particular, if Z, is a matrix over S ,  then the matrix (2) is 
unimodular if and only if so is the matrix Q + RZcP. 
We now state a main result on the determination of a 
stabilizing controller with minimum number of unstable poles 
for 2 where we assume that Z is not identically zero. 
Let o 1 , ~ , .  . ., ct denote the R+,-blocking zeros of Z 
arranged in ascending order. Let denote the number of 
R+ poles of Z counted with multiplicities in the interval 
(oi,oi+l),i E {1 ,2 , . . . , t  - 1). Also let v be the number 
of odd integers in the set { V I  , . , V t - l } .  The following result 
can be proven using Theorem 5.3.1 of [29]. 
Theorem 1: 
i) Every stabilizing controller 2, for Z has at least 77 poles 
ii) a) Given any integer n 2 17 where n - q is an even 
number, there exists a stabilizing controller 2, for Z 
which has exactly n poles in C+ with multiplicities. 
in C+ with multiplicities. 
b) Given any integer n 2 where n - 77 is an odd 
number, there exists a stabilizing controller Z, for 
Z which has exactly n poles in C+ with multiplicities 
if and only if o1 # 0 or ot # 00. 
The strong stabilization problem is defined as determining 
a stable controller Z,, i.e., a controller having all entries over 
S ,  such that (2, Z,) is stable [32], [29]. From Theorem 1 we 
conclude that the strong stabilization problem is solvable if 
and only if there are an even number of poles of Z between 
each pair of its blocking zeros; equivalently, the set of unstable 
real poles with multiplicity of Z and the set of unstable real 
blocking zeros of Z have the parity interlacing property. 
channel plant. We denote by N the ordered set of integers (1, 
2, . . . , N}. The decentralized stabilization problem (DSP) is 
defined as determining a controller 2, = diag{ Zcl , . . , Z,N} 
where Z,i E Prt x p *  , i E N, such that (2, 2,) is stable. If 
there exists such a 2, we say that 2, solves DSP for 2. By 
definition, this is equivalent to saying that 2, is a decentralized 
stabilizing controller for Z. Let the matrices P and R in (1) be 
partitioned as P = [Pi . . . PL]’ and R = [RI . . RN],  where 
PiQ-lRj = Zij. DSP for Z is solvable if and only if Z 
has no unstable decentralized fixed modes [31]. An equivalent 
solvability condition can be given in terms of the fractional 
representation above as follows. For a proper subset L of N 
define N - L to be the complement of L in N. For a set K 
of positive indices R x  denotes the submatrix of R consisting 
of Ri’s with indices in K. PK is defined similarly. 
Lemma I: DSP is solvable if and only if for every proper 
subset L of N it holds that 
Let z = [Zij], Zij E P p * x r J , i ,  j E N, be an N -  
rank size(Q),Vs E C+. (3) 
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A proof of Lemma 1 can be found in [ 10, Chap. 41 which is 
based on an earlier result developed for two-channel systems 
in [6]. Various algebraic characterizations of decentralized 
stabilizing controllers are available in the literature where 
alternative construction techniques for the solution of DSP are 
presented. (See, e.g., [lo], [ l l l ,  143, [131, [231.) 
The system ( P N - ~ ,  Q, R r )  is called a complementary 
subsystem of (P,Q,R) [3]. The subsystem transfer matrix 
ZN-,,, := P N - ~ Q - ~ R L  is called a complementary transfer 
matrix of 2. The plant Z is called strongly connected if all its 
complementary transfer matrices are nonzero, i.e., Z N - ~ , ~  # 
0, for all proper subsets L of N [3]. 
In the sequel, bicoprime fractional representations of the 
plant transfer matrices are extensively used. There are several 
motivations for dealing with bicoprime rather than left or right 
coprime (doubly coprime) fractional representations [7]. On 
the contrary to doubly coprime representations, a bicoprime 
representation of a plant transfer matrix is readily available 
from its state-space realization. For example, if (C, A, B) is 
a stabilizable and detectable realization of a transfer matrix 
Z such that Z = C(s1- A)-lB then Z = PQ-lR is a 
bicoprime fraction of Z over S where P := C( 1/s + l), Q := 
( d - A ) ( l / s + l ) ,  and R := B. Using such natural bicoprime 
representations enables us to give some of the analysis results 
in the sequel in terms of the original system matrix structure of 
the plant. Doubly coprime representations, on the other hand, 
are easier to manipulate in many instances. Therefore, in the 
proofs of various technical lemmas we sometimes utilize the 
doubly coprime representations for convenience. 
111. DECENTRALIZED BLOCKING ZEROS 
Let Z be the transfer matrix of an N-channel system 
(N > 1) so that it is in the partitioned form Z = [ Z i j ] ,  
where Zij E Ppixr3,i,j E N such that CZ1 pi = p and 
C z 1  ~i = T.  Let a bicoprime fractional representation of Z 
be given by 
Z = [Pi . . . Pk1'Q-l [RI . . . RN] (4) 
for some Pi E p ixq ,  R; E Sqxri,  i = l , . . . , N ,  and 
Q E Sqxq so that Zij = PiQ-IRj, i,j = l , . . . , N  . An 
element s of C, is called a decentralized blocking zero of 
Z if, when evaluated at s, all the block entries of plant 
transfer matrix below the main diagonal band and those in the 
main diagonal band become zero after a suitable symmetric 
permutation of the block rows and columns. More precisely, 
s is a decentralized blocking zero of Z if and only if for some 
permutation {il,.. . , i ~ }  of N the following holds: Zikil (s) = 
0,k = l,.-.,N,Z = l , . - . , k .  The set of decentralized 
blocking zeros of Z is denoted by SZ. It follows that 
Sz = s E C,IThere exists a permutation { i l , i 2 , .  . . , iN} 1 
of N such that 
( 8 )  = 0 
For convenience, in the case N = 1 (the centralized case), 
we define the decentralized blocking zeros as the centralized 
blocking zeros. 
An equivalent description for the set SZ can be given as 
follows. Define S p  = { s E C, I & , (  s) = 0,  i E N} 
SFmp = s E C,( There exists a permutation { 
[z;zil Zi3a1 .. . z! I N 2 1  . ]', [ ; ; 1 , .  .. , 
1 
{il,. . . , i ~ )  of N such that 
s is a blocking zero of all the 
complementary transfer matrices below: 
Z i 3 i l  z i 3 i 2  
z. . z. . 
Z N 2 1  INZZ 
['iNil ' i N i Z  ' ' .  ' i N i N - 1 1  ' 
It easily follows that 
sZ = s p  n SF"*. (6) 
That is, every decentralized blocking zero is a common 
blocking zero of all the main diagonal transfer matrices 
and various complementary transfer matrices. In the simplest 
case of two channels, these alternative descriptions yield the 
following expressions for Sz 
Sz = {S E C,IZll(S) = 0,  2 2 1 ( ~ )  = 0, and 222(~)  = 0 )  
. U{" E CelZ22(~) = 0,212(~)  = 0,md 
. Zll(S) = 0) 
= {S E C,JZll(s) = 0 and 222(~)  = 0) 
. n{s  E C,IZ21(s) = 0 or Z12(s) = 0) .  
Note that, any (centralized) blocking zero is clearly a 
decentralized blocking zero and also SZ can be a much larger 
set than the set { s E C, IZ(s)  = 0) of blocking zeros. 
The fact that the C+, Centralized blocking zeros are disjoint 
with the poles of Z does not directly extend to the decen- 
tralized blocking zeros. For example, consider the 2 x 2 (two 
scalar input-two scalar output) transfer matrix .=[qi S j 1 1. 
-- 
s - 1  s - 1  
The poles are {0,1,1} and the only decentralized blocking 
zero is (0). The common element 0 is easily seen to be a 
decentralized fixed mode of Z [16]. 
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Lemma 2: Consider the N-channel plant transfer matrix 
Z = [Z i j ] .  If SO E SZ n C+e is a pole of Z then it is a 
decentralized fixed mode. 
Remark 1: Consider a permutation P = ( 2 1 , .  . . , ZN} of 
N and j E N. Then, SO E C+, is called an unstable 
invariant zero associated with the Zth invariant factor of system 
([Pij . . - PiN]', Q,  [RI . . . Rij ] )  where 1 I 1 I rank [c; .. 
PiN]' Q-'[Ri1 + q, if 




Let Np be a subset of N such that j E N p  if and only 
if [P;? . . . P;N]'Q-l[%l . . # 0. The following result 
can be proven using various lemmas in [27]: s E C+, is 
a decentralized blocking zero of a plant Z which has no 
C+ decentralized fixed modes if and only if there exists a 
permutation P = { i l  ,. . . , i ~ }  of N such that s is a common 
invariant zero associated with the (q  + 1)-st invariant factor of 
systems ([Pij . PiN]', Q ,  [&, . . . K j ] ) , j  E N p .  (If N p  is 
empty set, observe that Z can be transformed to a strictly 
upper triangular structure via symmetric column and row 
permutations. Consequently, every s E Ce is a decentralized 
Remark2: We will now define decentralized fixed zeros 
and consider their relation with the decentralized blocking 
zeros. 
Consider the N-channel plant Z = [ Z i j ]  and its bicoprime 
fractional representation (4) over S. For any i E N let a 
collection of N - 1 controllers be given 
blocking zero of 2.) A 
Define 
where (see the equation at the bottom of the page) and it 
is assumed that (8) is well defined and PCjQG1 = Z c j 7 j  = 
1, . . . , N ,  j # i, are coprime representations. Now, define 
is a bicoprime fractional representation}. 
In other words, ZCi is the set of all controllers which, when 
appliedaroundthechannels l,~~~,i-l,i+l,~~~,N, makethe 
resulting single-channel system around channel i stabilizable 
and detectable. From [23, Remark and Theorem 3.21 we have 
the following result: For any diag{ Zcl , . . . , Z c ~ }  solving 
DSP for 2, (ZCi 7 . * . Zc( i -1)  1 zc( i+ i ) ,  * . , Z ~ N )  E Zci, for 
each i E N. Conversely, for a fixed i E N ,  consider any 
( & I , .  . . , Zc( i - l l ,  Zc(i+l), .. . , Z c ~ )  E Zci. Then, there exists 
z c i  such that diag{ Zci , . . . , G ( i - 1 )  , Zci, Zc(i+l) ,. . . , ZN} 
solves DSP for 2. 
Let i E N be fixed. A number s E C+, is called a decen- 
tralized fixed zero of channel i of the N-channel system Z if s 
is a blocking zero of ~ ~ ( Z c ~ , ~ ~ ~ , Z c ~ ~ ~ l ~ , Z c ~ ~ + ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ , Z c ~ )  
forevery element (Zc~,~~~,Zc(~-l),Zc(~+~)r~~~,Zc~) of ZCi. 
That is, s is called a decentralized fixed zero of channel i 
of 2, if s appears as a blocking zero of channel i in the 
partially closed-loop system resulting from the application 
of every N - 1 local controllers around the other channels 
which yield that the single channel system around channel i is 
stabilizable and detectable. Note that for some local controllers 
in ZCi, an element s of C+, can appear as a blocking zero at 
channel i in the partially closed-loop system regardless of s is a 
decentralized fixed zero or not. I f s  is not a decentralized fixed 
zero, however, it can always be removed by the application of 
some other local controllers in ZCi [27] (see also [26]). 
The following statement establishes a relation between the 
decentralized blocking zeros and decentralized fixed zeros. It 
states that s E C+, is an unstable decentralized blocking zero 
of a plant Z which has no unstable decentralized fixed modes if 
and only if s is not a pole of Z and is a common decentralized 
fixed zero of all channels. A proof of the statement can be 
found in [27]. 
Define, for i E N 
.Fi = { s E C+, I s is a decentralized fixed zero 
of channel i}. 
x := 
Let the N-channel system 2 have no C+ decentralized fixed 
modes. Then, SZ n C+, = F where F := {s E C+,Is is not a 
A 
Remark 3: An interpretation of decentralized blocking ze- 
ros can also be given in terms of the pinned zero concept 
introduced by Bristol [2]. An element SO E C is called 
a k-pinned zero of 2 E P N x N  if there exists a subset 
J := {jl, . . . , jk} of distinct elements of N such that (s - SO) 
divides every k x k minor of the submatrix of Z ( s )  consisting 
of its rows with indices in J. Assume that 2 is partitioned 
such that Zij, i, j E N are all scalars. Let SO be a decentralized 
blocking zero of 2 where for some permutation { il, . . . , i ~ }  
of N the following holds: 2 ik i l ( so )  = 0, k = l , . . .  ,N,Z = 
1, . . . , k. It is easy to see that SO is a one-pinned zero of 2 
associated with row i ~ ,  a two-pinned zero associated with 
rows i~ and i l v - 1 , .  . . and a N-pinned zero associated with 
rows Z N , ~ N - I , . - . , ~ ~ .  The converse, however, is not true in 
general: an arbitrary pinned zero of a transfer matrix is not 
A 
pole of 2 and s E niENFi}. 
necessarily a decentralized blocking zero. 
Iv. LEAST NUMBER OF UNSTABLE CONTROLLER POLES 
In this section we consider the construction of decentral- 
ized stabilizing controllers with minimum number of unstable 
poles. As a particular case, we examine the solution of 
decentralized strong stabilization problem. (See [28] for an 
alternative approach to the solution of this problem.) In terms 
of the notation of Section 11, a more precise definition of 
decentralized strong stabilization problem can be given as 
follows. 
Decentralized Strong Stabilization Problem (DSSP): Let 
2 = [Z..] 23 7 2.. 23 E P p z x r ~ , i , j  E N be the transfer matrix 
of a given plant. Determine (stable) local controllers Zci E 
S" i E N such that the pair (2, diag{Zcl,. . . , Z c ~ } )  
is stable. 
We first investigate how dynamic feedback at one channel 
affects the unstable decentralized blocking zeros. This is 
done for feedbacks which do not introduce any unstable 
decentralized fixed mode to the resulting (N - 1)-channel 
system. For any such feedback, Lemma 3 below states that 
the set of unstable decentralized blocking zeros of the resulting 
(N - 1)-channel system essentially includes the set of unstable 
decentralized blocking zeros of the original N-channel system. 
Lemma 3 will be employed in the proof of Theorem 2-9 below. 
Lemma 3: Let an N-channel transfer matrix 2 = [Zij] 
have no C+ decentralized fixed modes and have the bicoprime 
fractional representation (4). Define L = N - 1. Let Z,N = 
Pc~Q;k E P T N X P N  be a compensator at the Nth channel of 
(4), for a right coprime pair of matrices ( Q c ~ ,  P N) over S ,  
such that the resulting fraction 
(9) 
of the L-channel system is a bicoprime fraction and (if 
L > 1) Z ( ~ , N )  has no C+ decentralized fixed modes. Then, 
SZ n C+, C S2(ZcN)  n C+, where Si (ZcN)  is the set of 
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decentralized blocking zeros of z(2,~). - - _  
Consider the following assumptions: 
Al) 2 is strongly connected. 
A2) rank Zij 2 2 or rank Zji 2 2,Vi,j  E N,i # j .  (10) 
Assertion (10) will be utilized in the design part of Theorem 
2 below. Assumption Al) can be assumed to hold with no 
loss of generality; if it fails then 2 can be decomposed into 
its strongly connected components and the problem of con- 
structing a least unstable decentralized stabilizing controller 
and DSSP can be considered for each strongly connected 
subsystem independently. Assumption A2) is made because of 
technical reasons. See Section IV-B for a detailed discussion 
on this assumption. 
Note that SZ is a finite set if and only if there does not exist 
a permutation (21, , i ~ }  of N where 
is identically zero. It is easy to see that if 2 is strongly 
connected then SZ is a finite set. Define 9 = SZ n R+, 
which is the set of decentralized blocking zeros of 2 lying 
in the extended right-half real line. Let (TI, u2, . . . , ut denote 
the elements of 9 arranged in the ascending order. Also 
let vi denote the number of R+ poles of 2 counted with 
multiplicities in the interval (ui,ui+l),i E { I , & . . .  , t  - 
1). Define 17 to be the number of odd integers in the set 
(171,. . * ,77t-l}. 
The following lemma is a key result which is used in the 
proof of Theorem 2-ii) below. Briefly, it says for those plants 
satisfying (10) that given any nonnegative integer n~ 5 77 one 
can construct a local controller around any fixed but otherwise 
arbitrary channel (the Nth channel below without loss of 
generality) which has n N  poles in C+ with multiplicities and 
ensures that DSP for the resulting L := N - 1 channel plant 
Z ( Z c ~ )  is solvable and satisfies an appropriate interlacing 
property between the set of real unstable poles and the set of 
real unstable decentralized blocking zeros. 
Lemma 4: Let an N-channel transfer matrix 2 = [Zij] 
have no C+ decentralized fixed modes and have the bicoprime 
fractional representation (4). Assume that 2 satisfies (10). 
Let a nonnegative integer n N  5 77 be given. There exists 
Z c ~  = PcNQJ; E P T N X P N  for a right coprime pair of 
matrices ( Q c N ,  P c ~ )  over S such that: 
a) Z c ~  has n~ C+ poles counted with multiplicities. 
b) The fraction (9) of Z(&) is bicoprime. 
c) Denoting by S i ( Z c N )  the set of decentralized blocking 
zeros of Z( Z c N )  and letting TI, an, . . . , Fz denote the 
elements of 
arranged in the ascending order and denoting by vi 
the number of R+ poles of Z(ZC,) counted with 
multiplicities in the interval (ai, ~ i + l ) ,  i E { 1,2, . . . , t- 
l}, it holds that Fj = 77 - nN where 7 is the number of 
odd integers in the sequence 7j1, . . . , G - ~ .  - 
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d) (If L >  1) DSP for Z ( Z c ~ )  is solvable, Z ( Z c ~ )  is
strongly connected and satisfies rank Zij 2 2 or rank 
Zji 2 2Qi, j E L, i # j where Zij E Ppa x r j  denotes 
the (i,j)th submatrix of Z ( Z c N ) .  
We can now state the main result of this paper. 
Theorem2: Let an N-channel transfer matrix Z = [Zij] 
have no C+ decentralized fixed modes and have the bicoprime 
fractional representation (4). 
i) Every decentralized stabilizing controller 2, = diag 
{ zci, . - , z c ~ } ,  Zc; E P" i E N for Z has at least 
q poles in C+ with multiplicities. 
ii) Let Z satisfy (10). Given any nonnegative integers 
ni, i E N where C E l  ni - q is a nonnegative and 
even number, there exists a decentralized stabilizing 
controller 2, = diag{ Zcl ,  i E 
N for Z where Zci has exactly ni poles in C+ with 
multiplicities, i E N. 
Proo$ i) The proof will be given by induction. We first 
state the following two results which concem the identification 
of the (centralized) blocking zeros of V from the system matrix 
associated with bicoprime fractions. 
Let V E Ppxr  and let V = KV;'V, be a fractional 
representation of V over S with v d  of size q x q. 
Lemma 5: For any SO E C+, for which V(s0) = 0, one has 
- , Z c ~ } ,  Zci E P" 
where equality is achieved if either ( v d ,  q) is right coprime 
or (vd, Vr) is left coprime over S. 
Lemma 6: If V = V,V;'V, is a bicoprime fraction over 
S, then for any SO E C+, 
if and only if V(s0) = 0. 
9 = {s E R+,IZll(s) = 0,221(s) = 0,and &(s) = 0) 
Now let N = 2 and note that 
. U{S E R+elZ22(~) = O,Z12(s) = 0,and Z l l ( ~ )  = 0 )  
= { s  E R+,(Zll(s)  = 0 and Z22(~) = 0 )  
. n{s E R+,1221(s) = 0 or Z12(s) = 0). 
If s E Q satisfies [Zi1Z41]'(s) = 0, then applying Lemma 5 
with Z := [Zi,Z!J, P := [P[Pi]l, and R := R1 we have 
Q RI 
, ] ( 4 = q  (12) 
where strict equality holds by the fact that (Q, PI ,  P2) is right 
coprime. If s E 9 satisfies [211212](s) = 0, then applying 
Lemma 5 with Z := [Z11212], P := PI ,  and R := (RlRz] 
k t  Zci E Praxp i , i  = 1,2 be the transfer matrices of 
some compensators with the number of unstable poles n1 and 
n2, respectively, counted with multiplicities. Also assume that 
diag{Zcl, Zc2} solves DSP for 2. Let Zc2 = Pc2QS1 be a 
right coprime representation over S. Then, Theorem 3.2 of 
[13] implies that 
Z(ZC2) := [PlO] [-$2 R;2]-1[2] (14) 
is a bicoprime fraction and (Z(Zc2), Z c l )  is stable. For any 
s E R+, for which (12) or (13) holds, it is easy to see that 
rank[-%2 R;2 Rb](s)=q+p2.  
p 1  0 0 J 
Using the bicoprimeness of the fraction (14) and applying 
Lemma 6 to Z(Zc2), we have that every s E 9 is an R+,- 
blocking zero of Z(Zc2). From the proof of Theorem 1 in [29] 
Zcl stabilizes 2(Zc2) only if the number of sign changes of 
det ([-"pZ R2Pc2]) Qc2 
in the sequence u1, u2 , . . . , ut is not greater than n1, the num- 
ber of unstable poles Zcl .  (Since each ( ~ i  s an R+,-blocking 
zero of Z(Zc2), determinant in (15) is nonzero when evaluated 
at any ui and therefore its sign in the sequence u1,02, . . . , ut 
is well defined.) On the other hand, for any s E 9 it holds 
that 2 2 2 ( s )  = 0. Therefore, the number of sign changes of 
the determinant in (15) and that of det(Q) . det(Qc2) in the 
sequence u1, u2, . . . , ct are equal. It follows that the number 
of sign changes of det(Q) in this sequence equals q (the 
number of odd integers in the set {ql ,q2,- . - ,qt- l}) .  Then, 
det(Q) . det(Qc2) has at least q~ - 712 sign changes in the 
sequence 01, u2, . . , ot. In other words, for Zcl to stabilize 
Z(&) it must hold that q - n2 5 n1. This establishes the 
basis of induction for N = 2. 
Now assume that the statement holds true for L. We will 
establish the statement for N := L + 1. Let Zci with ni 
unstable poles for i E N solve DSP for 2. Let Z,N = 
Pc~Q;$ ,be a right coprime fraction over S of Z c ~  and 
consider Z ( Z c ~ )  and its induced fraction in (9). By Theorem 
3.2 of [lo], (9) is a bicoprime fraction and DSP for Z(Z,N) 
is solvable. Let 9 ~ ( 2 ) ,  namely the set of real unstable 
decentralized blocking zeros of Z( &), be as defined by (1 1). 
By Lemma 3, we have Q c QL(Z) and, by Lemma 2, the 
elements of \ k ~ ( 2 )  and the poles of Z ( Z c ~ )  are disjoint. 
Let TI ,  F2, * . . , T; denote the elements of \k~(z) arranged in 
the ascending order. Also let vi denote the number of R+ 
poles of Z ( Z c N )  counted with multiplicities in the interval 
(Ti,AFi+l), i E {1,2,. . . , E  - 1). (Clearly, every unstable pole 
of Z ( Z c ~ )  is an unstable zero of 
(16) 
det ([ -PN Q c ~  
with the same multiplicity and vice versa.) By the induc- 
we have RNpcN]) 
(13) Q Ri R2 
where the strict equality holds since (Q, R1, R2) is left CO- 
prime. 
tive hypothesis, the number of odd integers in the sequence 
ql, q2,. . . , %-1 is less than or equal to E:=;=, ni. In this case - 
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the number of sign changes of the determinant (16) in the 
sequence 0 1 , 0 2 , .  . . , ut is not greater than E?=.=, ni. Also, 
in this sequence (16) and det(Q) . det(Q,N) takes the same 
sign as every decentralized blocking zero s of 2 satisfies 
Z N N ( S )  = 0. The number of sign changes of det(Q) . 
det(Q,N) in this sequence is no less than q - n N ,  where 
q is the number of sign changes of det(Q) in * O 1 , m , . . . , n ,  
which is precisely the number of odd integers in the set (111,  
q 2 ,  . . . , q t - l } .  Tha t i sq -nN < n l + n z + . . . + n L  . Since 
the number of unstable poles of 2, is equal to E E l  n;, the 
proof of i) is completed. 
ii) For the proof of the second statement we first consider 
the simplest case where ELl n; = q. Applying Lemma 
4 inductively we obtain compensators Z,N, . . . , 2,2 with 
n N ,  . . . , nz poles in C+ counted with multiplicities, respec- 
tively, such that the following fraction of the closed-loop single 
channel plant is bicoprime 
and has the following property: If 6 1 , 6 2 ,  . . . ,6i denote the 
R+, blocking zeros of 2 arranged in the ascending order and 
if iji denotes the number of R+ poles of 2 counted with 
multiplicities in the interval (6;, iii+l), i E {I, 2 , .  . . , t - I}, 
it holds that i j  = q - E;=;=, n; where i j  is the number of 
odd integers in the sequence 61, . . . , iji-l. Then, n1 - i j  = 0 
and Theorem 1 4 )  implies the existence of ZCl such that 2,l 
has n1 poles in C+ counted with multiplicities and (2,ZCl) 
is stable. Consequently, diag{ ZCl, .. . , Z,N} is a solution to 
DSP for 2. Moreover the compensator 2,- has n;C+ poles 
counted with multiplicities, i E N. 
The general case where C z l  n; - q is a nonnegative even 
number is treated similarly; however a modification on Lemma 
4 is needed. Due to its complex nature, we omit the modified 
version of Lemma 4 and give only a sketch of the proof for 
the case N = 2. The case N 2 2 can be handled similarly. 
Let nl + 122 - q be a nonnegative real number. A local 
compensator ZC2 around channel 2 can be found such that 
the induced fraction (14) of 2 = Z(Zc2) is bicoprime and 
ZC2 has n2 poles in C+ with multiplicities. These poles are 
allocated in such a way that 512 of them are real whereas 
the others are nonreal where 512 is the maximum integer for 
which Ti2 5 min(q,na) and n2 - 512 is an even number. 
Moreover, if 61, . . ,6i denote the R+, blocking zeros of 2 in 
the ascending order and if 3; denotes the number of R+ poles 
of 2 counted with multiplicities in the interval (6;, 6;+1), i E 
{l,. .-,t- l}, it holds that fj = 7 - 5 1 2  where i j  is the number 
of odd integers in the sequence i j ; ,  i = 1, - . . , t - 1. Observe 
that if 722 5 q then 512 = nz, if n2 > q and n2 - q is even then 
Ti2 = q, and if n2 > q and n2 - q is odd then 512 = q - 1. In 
all cases nl + 5 2  - q = nl - i j  is a nonnegative even number 
as n1 + 722 - q is even. Applying Theorem 1-ii) we obtain a 
compensator Z,, which has nl poles in C+ with multiplicities 
and ( 2 ( Z C 2 ) ,  ZC-) is stable. This completes the proof. 0 
Remark 4: On comparing Theorems 1 and 2, we conclude 
that the “least possible” unstable order (McMillan degree) 
of centralized and decentralized stabilizing controllers are 
determined, respectively, by the number of odd distributions 
of R+ poles among ‘R+, blocking zeros of 2 and among 
the R+, decentralized blocking zeros of 2. For those plants 
satisfying (lo), also observe that the unstable poles of the 
local controllers can be arbitrarily spread among the local 
controllers. (For the investigation of a similar problem, see 
DI.) A 
A. Decentralized Strong Stabilization Problem 
We can now state a solution to DSSP. The result is imme- 
diately obtained on noting that q = 0 is a necessary condition 
for the solvability of DSSP by part i) of Theorem 2. 
Corollary 1: For the N-channel plant 2, consider the fol- 
lowing condition 
2 has no C+decentralized fixed modes, and there 
are an even number of real unstable poles of 2 
between each pair of zeros in the set 9. (17) 
i) DSSP is solvable only if (17) is satisfied. 
ii) DSSP is solvable if (10) and (17) are satisfied. 
By using various different characterizations of the R+, 
decentralized blocking zeros given in Section III, it is pos- 
sible to obtain many interesting sufficient conditions for the 
solvability of DSSP under assumption (10). One obvious 
condition is that 9 has at most one element since then any 
set of R+ poles will have parity interlacing property with 9. 
We state five less obvious conditions below for those plants 
which have no C+ decentralized fixed modes and satisfy (10): 
Condition a) follows by (6) and b) by the definition of Sz 
and by the fact that any symmetric permutation of block 
rows and columns will include either 2;j or Zj; in its lower 
triangular for any i # j. Condition c) follows by the fact that 
every decentralized blocking zero of 2 is actually a common 
blocking zero of various complementary transfer matrices. 
(See Section 111.) Condition d) is a consequence of Remark 
1. Condition e) can be proven as follows. From Lemma 2, at 
every C+, decentralized blocking zero SO of 2, it holds that 
Z(s0)  E CpXr and rank Z(s0)  < min(p, r) which imply that 
SO is a transmission zero of 2 [18] provided 2 is full rank. 
Hence, (e) implies that 2 has no R+ decentralized blocking 
zeros. 
Corollary 2: Let 2 = [Zij] have no C+ decentralized fixed 
modes and satisfy (10). Then, each of the following conditions 
implies the solvability of DSSP for 2: 
There exist i E N for which 2;i has no R+ blocking 
zeros. 
There exist i,j E N with i # j for which 2-j and Zji 
have no R+ blocking zeros. 
Every complementary transfer matrix of Z is free of 
R+ blocking zeros. 
There exists i E N such that the (q  + 1)-st invariant 
factor of system (P;,Q,&) has no R+ zeros, i.e., 
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equivalently 
e) The plant Z is full rank and has no R+ transmission 
The below algorithm summarizes the procedure for obtain- 
ing a solution to DSSP for two-channel systems which satisfy 
(10) and (17). This algorithm can be modified to N-channel 
systems, where N 2 3, for the solution of DSSP and for 
the construction of decentralized stabilizing controllers with 
minimum number of unstable poles. (For details, see the proof 
of Lemma 4 in [27].) 
Initiation: Consider a bicoprime fractional representation 
of Z as 
zeros. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that det(Q) takes 
positive sign at c 1 , 0 2 ,  . . . , at. 
Let some left and right coprime fractions of 2 2 2  over S be 
given by 2 2 2  = DrlNl = N,.D;l. Let Rl := gdf(Q,R2),  
so that Q = RzQ,R2 = RlE2, for a left coprime pair of 
matrices - (Q,R2). Also let 0,. := gcrf(Q,P2) so that Q 
= QRr,Pz = P2!&, for a right coprime pair of matrices 
(&, P2). Then, a bicoprime fraction of 2 2 2  over S is given by 
P2Q R2. Also note that det(Dl) = det(D,) = det(&). 
Let R := {S E R+,l(det(Rl) . det(Q,.))(s) # O},D := 
{S E R+e) det(Dz)(s) = O } , @  := {S E C+eI[Z11zl~](~) = 
0 or [ZilZ41]'(s) = 0}, and := @ n R+,. D is the set of 
real unstable poles of 2 2 2  and R is the set of extended real 
numbers excluding the input decoupling and output decoupling 
zeros of (P2, Q, Rz). Define @ = Sa n { D  U U}. It should be 
noted that 9 C @. (To see this, let s E !@. Then s cannot be a 
pole of 2 via Lemma 2. Consequently, s E 0. By definition, 
s E v. Hence, s E 6.) Let II := 6 - 9. It is important to note 
that for any s E II, Nl(s) # 0. (This can be proven as follows. 
Nl(s) = 0 if and only if ZZ~(S)  = 0,  whenever s E C+e [291. 
This shows that s, satisfying Nl(s) = 0,  cannot be an element 
of D and therefore s is an element of q. This implies s E 9. 
Now, by definition, s E II implies Nl(s) # 0.) 
- -- - 
Step 1: 
1) Construct Z,z E S r z x P z  using known interpolation 
techniques and the genericity properties of the ring S 
to satisfy 
a) det(Rl) det(R,) det(Dl + NlZc2) takes nonzero 
values with positive sign on the elements of II. (This 
can easily be done using the fact that s E II + 
Nz(s) # 0. Also see [24, Theorem 2.21). 
b) The pairs (Dl, ZC2) and (D,, ZC2) are right and left 
coprime, respectively. 
c) The following fractional representation is bicoprime 
over S 
Z(Z,,) = [PI 01 [ - p Z  R2?] -l ["b]. 
Property a) yields that det(Rl) det(R,) det(D1 + Nl 
Zc2) takes nonzero values with positive sign on the 
elements of 6. (Recall that II = @ - 9 and det(Rl) 
det(R,)det(Dl) = det(Q) takes positive sign at the 
elements of 9.) F'roperty b) is employed in Step 2 below. 
Property c) means that the resulting single channel 
system around channel 1 resulting by the application 
of ZC2 around channel 2 is stabilizable and detectable. 
2) If all the R+e blocking zeros of Z(Z,2) are contained 
in 9, then let A, = Or, x p 2  and go to Step 3. Otherwise, 
go to Step 2. 
Step 2: First note that there exists 61 > 0 such that a), b), c) 
of Step 1-1) are still satisfied when Z,, is replaced by .&+A, 
for every A E Srzxp2 satisfying llAll< 61. 
1) Let T := Z,2(I + 222ZC2)-' and let TT1T2 = T 
be a left coprime fraction of T over S. It holds that 
Zc2 = D,(T1D,. - TZN,)-lT2. Since (D,., Zc2) is left 
coprime, (TIDr -T2Nr)D;' is over S, i.e., T2 = T2Dl 
for some matrix T 2  over S.  Let TC1T2 = TzT;', for a 
right coprime pair of matrices (f2, ?'I). It follows that 
ZC2 F2(T1 - N&-lDl .  By the right coprimeness 
of (TI - Nl+2, ?2) and by the right coprimeness of 
(Dl,Z,z), it easily follows that Dl = (?I - NlF2)V 
for some unimodular V over S and Z,Z = T2V. For 
62 := l / ~ ~ V N r ~ ~ , V - l  - N,A is unimodular for every 
A E SrFzxPz satisfying llAll< 62. 
2) There exists an open and dense subset X of Srzxpz 
such that for any fixed but otherwise arbitrary A E K ,  
the implication 
(211 - Z12(T2 + DrA)Tc'Dlz21)(~) = 0 
=+ [ZllZ12](S) = 0 or [~;lZ;, l ' (~) = 0, 
VS E R+, - D (18) 
holds. (See [27] and [22].) Let A E X be such that 
I I A I I  < 62 and 1 1 ~ ~ 2  - Zc2AII < 61 where Zc2A := (T2 + 
D,A)(V-' - &,A)-'. NOW, belongs to SzxPz 
and a), b), c) of Step 1-1 are all satisfied when Zc2 is 
replaced by Define A, = Zc2a - ZC2. By Step 
1-l.c), the set of R+, blocking zeros of Z(Zc2 + A,) is 
disjoint from the set of R+, zeros of det(Rl) det(R,), 
i.e., the set of R+, blocking zeros of Z(Z,2 + A,) is 
included in R. Implication (18) now shows that the R+, 
blocking zeros of Z(Z,z + A,) are all contained in 6. 
This implies via Step 1-1.a) that there exists an even 
number of real unstable poles of Z(Z,2 + A,) between 
each pair of real unstable blocking zeros. 
Step 3: Using known techniques determine 2,' E SrlXp1 
such that (Z(Zc2 + A,), 2,') is stable. It is satisfied via c) of 
Step 1 that (2, diag{ Zcl, Zc2 +A,}) is stable. This terminates 
Remark 5: In the above algorithm, the fundamental step is 
Step 1 where a) and c) ensure that there are an even number of 
real unstable poles of Z(2,z) between each pair of elements in 
the set 6. Statement b) is of technical importance only and is 
utilized in Step 2. Note that for any Zc2 satisfying 1-l.c), the 
set of R+, blocking zeros of Z(Z,2) contains 9 (Lemma 3) 
and 9 c 6. In Step 2, we perturb Z,2 slightly to 2 ,~  +A, to 
further satisfy that the R+, blocking zeros of Z( Z,2 +A,) are 
the algorithm. 0 
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confined to @. This completes the design of the second channel 
local controller and reduces the problem to the (centralized) 
strong stabilization problem around channel 1. This problem 
is solved via known methods at Step 3. 
What makes Step 2 so complicated is that the perturbation 
on 2,2 should be “directional,” although the norm of the 
perturbation matrix A, can always be chosen arbitrarily small. 
Implication (18) in Step 2 is valid only if A2) of (10) is 
satisfied. (See also Section lV-B.) 
The complement of 9 in 6 consists of those R+ poles 
of 2 2 2  which are not input decoupling or output decoupling 
zeros of (P2, Q, R2). If the above algorithm is modified for 
the construction of decentralized stabilizing controllers with 
minimum number of unstable poles, the set 9 will also include 
the unstable poles of ZC2. (See [27].) 
In various examples, we have observed that at the end of 
Step 1 the set of R+, blocking zeros of Z(Zc2) is already 
contained in @. In such cases we do not need to find out a 
A 
An example is given below to demonstrate the algorithm. 
Example I: Let 2 below be the transfer matrix of a two- 
channel system as shown in the equation at the bottom of 
the page where 211 E P2”,212 E P 2 ” , 2 2 1  E P and 
2 2 2  E P1 2. The plant 2 has no C+ decentralized fixed modes 
and 9 = {CO}. That is, 2 is decentralized strong stabilizable. 
Initiation: A bicoprime fraction of 2 over S is given by 
[P,’Pi]’Q-’ [RlRz] where 
perturbation matrix so that Step 2 can be skipped. 
PI = 
P 2  = 
r (S - 1) 1 
and 
Q = diag{(s - l)/(s + l ) ,  (s - 2)/(s + 1)’ (s - 3)/(s + I)}. 
One obtains 
(s - 1)(s - 2) 
(s + 1 ) 2  
(s - 1)(2s - 1) (2s - 3) 
’ N 1 =  [ ( ~ + 1 ) ~  -1’Di = 
1 1 0 D, = -3(S- 1) (S - I)(. - 2) , (s+1) (s + 1 ) 2  
Step 1: 
1) We let 
which satisfies a), b), and c). 
2) It holds that 
9(&2) = I 2(s - 1)(s - 2) (2s4 - 2s3 - 10s’ + 14s - 5) + + 11(2~4 - 2s3 - ios2 + 14s - 5) (4s4 - 6s3 - 18s’ + 18s + 1) ‘ 
2 ( Z C 2 )  has only one R+, blocking zero, CO, which is 
contained in 9. We therefore go directly to Step 3 with 
Step 3: 2 ( 2 , 2 )  is strong stabilizable. Using standard re- 
sults [29] one can construct 2,l E SlX2 satisfying that 
Remark 6: The solvability of DSP together with the strong 
centralized stabilizability is in general not enough for the 
solvability of DSSP. This is illustrated by the following 
example. Let a 2 x 2 transfer matrix be given by 2 = [ Z i j ]  
where 
A = 02x1. 
(2(2,2), ZCl) is stable. A 
(s - l ) ( s  - 3) 
(s + l)(s - 2)(s - 4) ’  
(s - l ) (s  - 3) 
(s + l ) ( s  - 2)(s - 4)’’ 
Zll = 
2 1 2  = 
2 -- 1 (s - l)(s - 3) 
(s+ 1)3  . 21 - (s + 1)’ 2 2 2  = 
It is easily checked that 2 has no C+ decentralized fixed 
modes [16]. We have Q = {1,3,00},~1 = 1 (corresponding 
to the pole at s = 2) and 59 = 1 (corresponding to the pole 
at s = 4). Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 yield that 2 is not 
decentralized strong stabilizable and that any decentralized 
stabilizing controller of 2 has at least 771 + 772 = 2 unstable 
Z =  
1 
(s + 1)2 
(2s - 5) 
(s - l)(s - 2)(s - 3) 
(2s - 3) 
(s - l)(s + 1)(s - 2) 
( s - 1  1 
(3 + 113 (s + 1 ) 2  
1 1 
(s - 2)(s + 1) (s - 2)(s + 1) 
(2s - 1) (2s - 2) 
(s + 1 ) 2 ( s  - 2) (s + l ) (s  - 1)(s - 2) 
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poles with multiplicities. On the other hand, since 2 has no 
R+,-blocking zeros except s = 00, it is (centralized) strong 
stabilizable. A 
It is known that strong stabilization problem is generically 
solvable for nonscalar systems [30]. An analogous result for 
decentralized strong stabilization problem can be given as 
follows. 
Let p x r  be a subset of P p x r  such that Z E p x r  if 
and only if (10) hold for Z and Z is devoid of unstable 
decentralized fixed modes. 
Theorem 3: For almost all Z E pxr,  DSSP is solvable, 
where the quantifier “almost all” is with respect to the subspace 
topology induced by the graph topology. 
A proof of the above theorem is presented in [22] along 
the same lines as the proof of [29, Theorem 5.3.11. Its outline 
can be given as follows. First note that for a plant Z being 
a member of PXr  is an open property with respect to 
the subspace topology in P p x r ,  induced by graph topology. 
If DSSP is solvable for 2 E PpXr then there exists a 
stable decentralized controller which stabilizes all the plants 
contained in a sufficiently small neighborhood around 2 in 
Ppxr  and, consequently, in a sufficiently small neighborhood 
in pxr .  This proves that the set of plants for which DSSP 
is solvable is open in pxr .  In [22], it is also shown that if 
DSSP for 2 E Ppxr  is solvable then 2 can be perturbed by an 
arbitrarily “small” perturbation matrix Az,  i.e., 2 4 Z + A z ,  
such that 
a) Al) and A2) hold for Z + A z  and 2 + A z  is free of 
unstable decentralized fixed modes, i.e., Z + A, belongs 
to p x r  [23], and 
b) ( Z  + Az)ioj0 and (2 + Az)joi0 each has at most 
one R+, decentralized blocking zero for some i0,jo E 
N, io # j o .  From Corollary 2b), DSSP for Z + A z  is 
solvable. This shows that the set of 2 for which DSSP 
is solvable is dense in pxr .  
Remark 7: A consequence of the above theorem is that the 
singular conditions under which the solution of DSSP fails 
for a p lq t  in pXr are nongeneric conditions [29, Chap. 71 
which can be removed by arbitrarily small perturbations on 2 
(see also the below subsection). Another consequence is the 
following: If a decentralized controller 2, solves DSSP for 
2 E pxr  then, under sufficiently small modeling errors on Z, 
i) DSSP for Z remains solvable and ii) the stable decentralized 
controller solving DSSP for Z continues to stabilize Z. A 
B. On Assumptions AI )  and A2) 
In Theorem 2, part i) is independent of Assumptions Al) 
and A2). In part ii), Al) can be assumed to hold without 
loss of generality. A2) is generically satisfied for a class of 
multichannel systems. Let a collection of positive integers 
pi ,r i i  E N satisfy that (pi  2 2 and rj 2 2) or ( p j  2 2 and 
ri >_ 2) ,V i , j  E N,i # j .  Define p = CEl  p i , r  = CE, ri. 
It is straightforward to show that the set of plants satisfying 
(10) is open and dense in P p X r  with respect to the subspace 
topology induced by graph topology [22]. A2), however, still 
excludes some important cases such as a 2 x 2 plant. We will 
examine below why a failure of Assumption A2) complicates 
the solution of DSSP for 2 x 2 plants. 
Consider a 2 x 2 plant which has no C+ decentralized fixed 
modes: 2 = [&I, Zij E P,  i = 1,2. Assume 2 has a 
bicoprime representation as in (4) with N = 2 and T I  = 7-2 
= p1 = p2 = 1. Let 
a : =  det(Q) and b:=det  
Q RI R2 
d : = d e t  ( ; ;I). 
Let Zc2 E S be a compensator around the second channel of 
Z such that the resulting single channel system is stabilizable 
and detectable from the first channel. Writing an explicit 
expression for 2(Zc2) and using Lemmas 5 and 6 it is not 
difficult to show that the set of C+, zeros of 2(Zc2) is precisely 
the set of C+, zeros of c + dZc2 and the set of C+ poles of 
Z(Z,.) is precisely the set of C+ zeros of a + ~ ~ 2 .  Solving 
DSSP for a 2 x 2 plant amounts to determining a Zc2 E S for 
which the following property holds: 
P: The pair (a + bZc2, c + dZc2) is coprime over S, the 
function a + bZc2 is nonzero and takes the same sign 
at all R+, zeros of c + dZc2. 
Let e be a greatest common factor of c and d over S such 
that c = Ee,d = ze .  Define 
E := {s E R+,le(s) = O}, 
s E R+,Is is not a zero of 2 and 
. ( a - b ; ) ( s ) > o } ,  
I- := s E R+,)s is not a zero of 1 and { 
. ( a - b ; ) ( s ) < o } .  
Consider the following lemma whose proof can be found in 
Lemma 7: For some Zc2 E S property P is satisfied if and 
a) i) All the R+, zeros of E+zZc2 (if any) are contained 
ii) (In case E # 0) (a  + bZc2)(s)  > 0 at every s E E .  
~ 7 1 .  
only if any of a) or b) holds: 
in I+ and 
b) i) All the R+, zeros of + zZc2 (if any) are contained 
in I- and 
ii) (In case E # 0) (a + bZ,z)(s) < 0 at every s E E .  
Let C- denote the open left-half plane and define C+e = 
C+, - R+,. The subproblem corresponding to a-i) is that of 
determining a stable controller Zc2 which places all zeros of 
F + zZc2 in C- U C+, U I+. Similarly, in b-i) we seek a 
stable controller Zc2 which places all zeros of ‘E + zZc2 in 
C- U C+, U I-. Let, for simplicity, ‘E be nonzero. If 
is strongly stabilizable then there always exists a stable Zc2 
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satisfying a-i) or b-ii) but the converse may not be true in 
general. The subproblems corresponding to a-ii) and b-ii) 
impose extra interpolation constraints on the stable controller. 
This problem, in its generality, is very complex, and the 
concept of decentralized blocking zeros is not sufficient to 
capture its solution alone. Nevertheless, some connections 
between Corollary 1 and Lemma 7 can be made. For example, 
the necessity of the parity interlacing property between the set 
of real unstable poles and real unstable decentralized blocking 
zeros for the solvability of DSSP is implicit in Lemma 7. In 
fact, every C+, decentralized blocking zero of Z is a common 
zero of b, c,  and d ,  and s E C+ is a pole of 2 if and only if s 
is a zero of a.  The necessity of the parity interlacing property 
now can be deduced from a-ii) and b-ii). 
Lemma 7 is also useful in showing that, in general, the 
existence of the parity interlacing property between the real 
unstable poles and real unstable decentralized blocking zeros 
of a 2 x 2 plant is not sufficient for the solvability of DSSP. To 
see this consider the following plant where, for convenience, 
PI = [l 01, P2 = [O 11 (see (19) at the bottom of the page) 
where 
(s - 3)(s - 5 )  
( s + 1 ) 2  ’ 
a = c =  
(s  - 2)( s - 4)( (s+ 1)4+ (s -2) (  s - 3)( s - 4)( s - 5 ) )  
( s+1)7  7 
b =  
(s  - 2)(s - 4) 
(3 + 113 d =  
c a - b = = -  
d 
( s  - 2 ) ( s  - 3)2(s - 4)(s - 5)2 
(s + 1)6 7 - - e = l ,  c = c ,  d = d ,  €=0, 
1- = [0 ,2 )  U (4,5) U (5,co), I+ = ( 2 , 3 )  U (3,4). 
Despite the fact that Z has no decentralized blocking zeros, 
DSSP for Z is not solvable. This can be shown as follows. 
For any ZC2 E S, ( c  + dZc2)(2) > 0 and (c  + dzc2)(4)  < 0, 
i.e., c + dZca has a zero in [2,4]. It is not possible that all 
the real unstable zeros of c + dZc2 are contained in I-. Also, 
for any Zc2 E S ,  (c  + dZc2)(co) > 0,  i.e., c + dZc2 has a zero 
in [4, co). All the real unstable zeros of c + dZc2 cannot be 
contained in I+ as well. 
Even for 2 x 2 plants, the solvability of DSSP bears upon 
a more general concept than the parity interlacing property 
between the set of real unstable poles and real unstable 
decentralized blocking zeros. For multivariable, multichannel 
systems where A2) fails, we anticipate that the solvability 
pertains to more complicated conditions. 
v. DECENTRALIZED CONCURRENT STABILEATION PROBLEM 
As an application of DSSP, our objective in this section 
is to define a special decentralized simultaneous stabilization 
problem, called “decentralized concurrent stabilization prob- 
lem (DCSP),” and to investigate its applications in the design 
of local controllers for large-scale systems. In this context, 
two problems will be considered. 
Stabilization of Interconnected Systems Using Locally Stabi- 
lizing Subsystem Controllers: Consider a collection of linear 
time-invariant finite-dimensional systems described by 
i E N where Ai E RnaXn*, B, E Rnaxra and Ci E RPzXna 
correspond to states, inputs and outputs, respectively. Assume 
that these systems are interconnected according to the rule 
U* = Cyz1 Aijxj , i  E N for some Aij E 7 2 ” ~ ~ ” ~ .  Then,
the composite (interconnected) system can be described as 
E: x = Ax + Bv, y = C x  where x := [ x i . - . & ] ’ ,  
y := [yi . . . yk]’, v := [vi . wh]’, B := diag { B I ,  .. . , BN} ,  
C := diag {Cl, ... , C N } .  A is a matrix consisting of N 
block rows and columns such that its (i,j)th submatrix is 
Aij,  if i # j ,  and A; + Aii otherwise. It is assumed that 
the subsystems Ci = (Ci, A;, Bi), i E N and the composite 
system C = (C, A, B) are stabilizable and detectable. 
P1) Determine local controllers Eci,i E N around sub- 
systems Ci such that 
i) the subsystems (Xi,  Eci), i E N are all stable and 
ii) when the interconnections A;j exist the com- 
posite closed-loop system becomes stable, i.e., 
(C ,d iag{&,- - . ,C~})  is stable. 
Such an approach to the stabilization problem of composite 
systems is a natural one because most of the composite 
systems are constructed by interconnecting a finite number of 
independently controlled subsystems [ 191. Therefore, P1) and 
its variations have attracted considerable attention in control 
theory. Although there are numerous interesting results on 
many variations of this problem (see the references in [20, 
Chap. 3]), a necessary and sufficient solvability condition for 
the problem is still missing. 
( s  - 2 ) ( s  - 4) 
(3 + 1)3 
( s  + 1)5(s - 3) (9  - 5) 
1 
= [ (s - 2)(s - 4) (s - 2 ) ( s  - 4)(2s4 - 10s3 + 77s2 - 150s + 121) 
( s  + 1 ) 2  
(s  - 2 ) ( s  - 4) 
( s  - 2 ) ( s  - 4) 
(3 + 1)3 
0 
( s  - 2)(s - 3\(s - 4)(s - 5) (s - 3)(s -.)I-’ [: ( s +  ll3 
= [- ( s  + 114 ( s  + 1)2  
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Stabilization of a Multichannel System via Stabilization 
[Zij], Zij  E of its Main Diagonal Subsystems: Let Z = 
pPi X T j  i, j E N be the transfer matrix of a given plant. 
P2) Determine local controllers ZCi, i E N such that 
i) (Zii, Zci) ,  i E N are all stable and 
ii) when the interconnections Zij, Z i j ,  i # j exist the 
composite closed-loop system becomes stable, i.e., 
(2, diag{ Zcl , . . . , Z c ~ } )  is stable. 
A basic difference between P1) and P2) is that, in P1) 
the subsystems are defined with respect to their state-space 
realizations whereas in P2) the subsystems are defined with 
respect to the main diagonal transfer matrices of the in- 
terconnected system. Moreover, in P1) the subsystems are 
feedback interconnected whereas in P2) the subsystems are 
feedforward interconnected (see [24]). P2) originates from the 
work of Rosenbrock [17] where the objective is to develop 
a methodology to extend the well-known SISO frequency 
domain design techniques to multiloop systems. In a general 
set-up the plant transfer matrix 2 is possibly obtained via a 
cascade connection of the original plant with some pre- and 
post-compensators. P2) has found applications especially in 
the process control problems. A review of the existing results 
for its solution can be found in [12, Chap. 141. For related 
studies, see also [33] and [14]. As in Pl), a complete solution 
procedure for P2) is missing. 
We will formulate these problems as a special decentralized 
simultaneous stabilization problem and obtain their solutions 
via transforming them to DSSP on suitable auxiliary plants. 
For the class of plants satisfying A2), this procedure yields 
complete solvability conditions. For other classes of plants 
our conditions will serve as necessary conditions for the solv- 
ability. The problems Pl), P2) can be unified by the following 
problem of decentralized simultaneous stabilization [22]. 
Decentralized Concurrent Stabilization Problem (DCSP): 
Let Z = [Z..] Z 3  7 2.. 23 E PpiXrJ,i,j E N be the transfer matrix 
of a given plant where p := C z l  p i , r  := ELl ri. Also 
let Ti E Ppi x r a  , i E N be given. Determine local controllers 
. E prixpi , 2  . E N such that the pairs (Z ,ZCi) , i  E N are 
stable and the pair (2, diag{ Zcl , . , ZC-}) is stable. 
Since one of the plants in its definition is block diagonal, 
DCSP is only a special case of the general problem of 
simultaneous stabilization of two plants via a decentralized 
controller. The following theorems can be proven easily using 
the problem definitions. 
Theorem 4: Problem P1) is solvable if and only if DCSP 
CZ 
for Z = C(SI  - A)-lB and Ti = Ci(SI- Ai)-'&, i E N 
is solvable. 
Theorem 5: Problem P2) is solvable if and only if DCSP 
for 2 and Ti = Zii, i E N is solvable. 
In case of centralized feedback systems, simultaneous sta- 
bilization problem can be formulated as a strong stabilization 
problem [29, Chap. 5.41. Analogously, the solution of DCSP is 
obtained by transforming it to a decentralized strong stabiliza- 
tion problem. To do this, we first obtain a suitable auxiliary 
Let some left and right coprime fractions of Ti, i E N 
over S be given as Ti = DL'Nli = NriDA1,i E N. There 
plant. 
- 
exist matrices K; E Spa 
FXpi, i  E N such that 
, L; E Sri , xi E Srixra  , Li E 
are strictly proper, i E N. Then, (Ti, Zci)  is a stable pair for 
a compensator 2, if and only if Zci = (Li - DriXi)(Ki + 
NriXi)-' for some Xi over S provided (K; + NriX;) is 
biproper. Also let a left coprime fraction of 2 be given by 
Q-'[Rl+. . RN] where Q E Pxp, R  E Pxr* , i E N. Define 
Pi E PXp, i E N as follows: [Pi . . . PL]' = I p .  Letting 
ZCo := diag{LIK,l , . . . ,LNK~'},  define P = [OplIp] 
Q RlL1 R2L2 ... RNLN- 
-PI K1 0 * e .  0 
0 K2 ... 
KN - - P N  0 0 ... 
-RIDrl -R2Dr2 ... -RND~N 
. . .  Nr1 0 
R = [  0 Nr2 ... 
NrN . . .  0 0 
Various coprimeness relations yield that z(Zc0) := PQ;; R 
is a bicoprime fraction where the nonsingularity of Q11 is 
ensured by the fact that L,, i E N are strictly proper. There 
is no simple interpretation for Z( z,O) in terms of the plants 
2, Ti, and the initial decentralized controller ZCo. The unstable 
poles of Z(Zco)  (or the unstable zeros of det(Q11)), however, 
are simply the unstable eigenvalues of the closed-loop system 
obtained by the application of Zc0 to 2. The following theorem 
yields a solution to DCSP. 
Theorem 6: The problem DCSP is solvable for Z and 
Ti, i E N if and only if DSSP for the plant z ( Z C o )  is solvable. 
We omit the proof of Theorem 6 as it is straightforward. 
It should be noted that if 2 satisfies Al) then there exists an 
- initial decentralized controller ZCo for Z which satisfies that 
Z ( Z C o )  is strongly connected. Moreover, if Z satisfies both 
Al) and A2) then there exists an initial decentralized controller 
ZCo for Z satisfying that z(Zd) is strongly connected, and 
rank zij 2 2 or rank zji 2 2, V i ,  j E N, i # j where zij E 
Ppaxrj denotes the ( i , j ) th  submatrix of z ( Z c 0 ) ,  i , j  E N. 
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Since the unstable blocking zeros of a (centralized) sys- 
tem remain invariant in the closed-loop transfer matrix 
under stabilizing feedback, every unstable decentralized 
blocking zero is a blocking zero of every control channel 
in the closed-loop system resulting from any decentralized 
stabilizing feedback. 
DCSP is solved by transforming it to a DSSP on a sub- 
sidiary plant. This causes that the solvability conditions 
for DCSP are given in terms of a transformed plant where 
the original system data is distorted. It is still possible, 
however, to give various sufficient conditions for the 
solution of the particular problems P1) and P2) (Section 
V) in terms of the original system information [251. 
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A possible application of DCSP is in the expanding 
system problem [5] ,  [21], where a set of local controllers 
are sought to stabilize various subsystems so that when 
these subsystems are interconnected in a prescribed order 
the intemal stability is maintained. Several necessary con- 
ditions can be obtained for the solvability of expanding 
system problem by formulating it as a combination of 
various decentralized concurrent stabilization problems. 
A numerical computation of decentralized blocking zeros 
for a given transfer matrix is possible in two alternative 
ways. First, assuming that a transfer matrix representation 
is given, we can list the set of (centralized) blocking 
zeros of each Z;j and try all possible permutations of 
N to check if (5) is possible for some s E C,. If each 
entry of 2 is given as a ratio of coprime polynomials, 
it is not difficult to compute the set of blocking zeros 
of any submatrix of 2. Second, assuming that a state- 
space representation or stable coprime representation of 
2 is given, one can use Remark 1 to identify the set of 
decentralized blocking zeros. This amounts to computing 
the rank of a system matrix as in (7) for which there are 
available computer tools such as XMATH and MATLAB. 
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